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Carriers predict continued congestion, elevated consumer ordering,
and shortages, particularly on primary head haul lanes, throughout
2022.
Based on historical trends, carriers are likely to be reluctant to
negotiate favorable terms for shippers in 2022 due to sustained
record setting performance in 2021.
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Amid reports of large BCOs securing carrier contracts while smalland mid-sized shippers are excluded from similar agreements,
some carriers have increased short-term rates.
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Inactive capacity is at 151 ships for 501,452 TEU; 2% of the global capacity. This is a slight decrease from the previous month.



The global idle fleet has decreased slightly, which analysts again have attributed to vessels entering yards/drydock.



Deliveries in December consisted of seven vessels, including two 15,000 TEU vessels delivered to CMA CGM.
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OCEAN TRADE
LANES




The Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach new
dwell fee (US$100 daily for empty boxes)
continues to be delayed.
Before Chinese New Year (CNY), ocean lines
announced labor was expected to be sufficient
during the holiday period to keep production
moving. In contrast to years past, no post-CNY
service cuts have been announced.



Spot rates to Europe base ports were largely flat
leading up to CNY.



Rates from Asia to the U.S. West Coast
increased slightly ahead of CNY and are not
expected to drop, unlike years past.



Trucking, intermodal capacity and driver availability
remain strained for all major destinations.

Trade Lane

Status

Comments

Trade Lane

Status

Comments

TPEB to USEC

Utilization 100%

N Eur to AP

Stable rates
expected

TPEB to USWC

Utilization 100%

MED to AP

Rates expected to
stabilize

CBP to N Eur

Rate increases
expected

US to N Eur

CBP to MED

US to MED

SE Asia to N Eur

MED to US

SE Asia to MED

N Eur to US

ISC to US

US to ISC

N Eur to ISC

Rates expected to
hold

Med to ISC

Rates expected to
hold
Rates expected to
increase
Increases expected

Available space; quick booking turn
time.
Capacity well utilized; some space
available.
Demand higher than supply; space
agreements challenged.
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CARRIER
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MSC
Maersk

Ocean Alliance

THE Alliance

OOCL
CMA CGM
COSCO Shipping
Evergreen Line

Hapag-Lloyd
ONE
Yang Ming



MSC, securing more than 400,000 TEU over the course of 2021, surpassed
Maersk for the largest carrier globally.



Wan Hai Lines has lined up eight 2,500-to-2,800 TEU ships for a new loop
from the Far East to the U.S. East Coast loop branded as “AA9.”



OCEAN Alliance added a new “Day 6 Product” from Asia to the U.S. East
Coast, eleven PSW to North America and four PNW services, with the
largest change being the PSW10 service. FAL1 will add a Dunkirk call and
COSCO will add a Zeebrugge discharge, indicating potential for COSCO to
increase activity in Northern Europe.



At the end of January, Hapag-Lloyd terminated its Benelux-Poland “North
Sea Poland’” service between Antwerp, Rotterdam, Helsingborg and
Gdynia. Poland will be serviced out of Hamburg.



Unifeeder will offer a fifth loop between Benelux and the United Kingdom.
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New COVID-19 standards at U.S. border

MEXICO AND
TRANSBORDER
Hot topics

As of Jan. 22, U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) requires proof of
vaccination against COVID-19 from all operators who intend to cross into the
country. If a vaccination schedule is not verified or presented, the right of
admission will be reserved, which means that the operators will be returned to their
country of origin. However, the cargo will not be returned, and another vaccinated
operator may continue with the crossing.

Ground transportation costs increase
The cost increase in ground transportation resulted in five consecutive months of
growth at the end of 2021, achieving a total increase of 3.27%. Rising prices for
supplies including diesel fuel and lubricants are driving the rate increases. Costs
are expected to continue upwards in the coming months.

Pandemic results in Mexico driver shortage
Amid surging COVID-19 infections in Mexico, some carriers have had to remove
drivers for up to two weeks.
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Mexican ports set records in 2021

MEXICO AND
TRANSBORDER



In 2021, Mexican ports handled 7,855,715 TEU, compared to 6,461,476 TEU
in 2020. This represents an increase of 21.6%, outpacing 2019’s 10.5% growth
when 7.1 million TEUs was surpassed for the first time.



Imports grew to 3,979,665 containers, a 23.4% increase from 2020’s total of
3,224,806. There were 3,870,835 containers exported, up 19.8% from
3,231,715 in 2020.



A total of 5,557,837 TEUs moved through the Pacific ports—24.6% more than
in 2020.



Manzanillo transferred 3,371,438 TEUs (+15.9%); Lázaro Cárdenas 1,686,076
TEUs (+58.5%); Ensenada 394,911 TEUs (+2.6%); others 105,412 TEUS
(-2.6%).



Gulf of Mexico ports handled a total of 2,297,878 containers in 2021, 14.9%
more compared to 2020.



Veracruz moved 1,165,043 TEUs (+15.8%); Altamira 885,457 TEUs (+16.3%);
Progreso 153,880 TEUs (+4.3%); others 93,498 TEUs (+30%).

Ocean market update
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Congestion, pandemic continue to impact market

MEXICO AND
TRANSBORDER



Exports to some destinations, such as Brazil and Colombia, remain
congested.



The pandemic’s effect on Europe continues to hinder import volumes, as some
airlines, including Cathay Pacific and Lufthansa, cancel flights to Mexico.

Air market updates

Airline Market Share from Mexico (Dec 2020 – Dec 2021)

68,603,039.6
31.70%

8,223,757.8
3.80%
8,282,565.5
3.83%
11,391,296.0
5.26%12,571,246.7
5.81%

22,869,770.6
10.57%
17,937,675.0
8.29%
17,737,361.5
8.20%

Aeromexico

16,898,308.0
7.81%
16,220,865.1
7.49%
15,686,722.4
7.25%

Aerotransporte de Carga Union, S.A.

Cargolux Airlines International S.A
Lufthansa Cargo AG
DHL de Guatemala S.A.
Cathay Pacific Airways Ltd.
Air France
Qatar Airways (Q.C.S.C.)
Emirates
Aerotransportes Mas de Carga
Others
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Growth in Global Goods Trade and CTKs

Source: IATA Economics

AIR FREIGHT
OVERVIEW
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Strong demand allowed global
trade to increase an estimated
9.8% year-over-year in 2021. Air
cargo growth was 19% compared
to 2020, nearly twice as strong than
the rebound in trade.



Vaccine deliveries and PPE
shipments contributed to strong air
cargo performance in 2020.



Airlines continue to experience
growth due to high-demand market
conditions. Pivoting to air continues to
be a viable option for some traditional
ocean shippers thanks to record
steamship line rates.
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CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT








Pandemic restrictions continue to apply pressure, with
belly freight (gains) offset by freighter declines.
Hong Kong, specifically, has lost capacity share to
Shanghai in the past few weeks. This is due to nearly 150
nations banning transit flights; however, the situation is
expected to be temporary.
In January, shipments from China to all major import
destinations revealed essentially flat capacity year-overyear, with global capacity increased due to continued
belly freight growth on other lanes.
Transatlantic capacity, specifically from Europe, is much
more available compared to months past. Likewise,
ground handling congestion and delays have decreased,
with only some airlines facing continued issues.
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International Air Cargo Capacity Growth (January 2022 v. January 2019)

Source: Seabury Intel
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AIR TRADE LANES
Trade Lane



Pandemic abatement policies continue to reduce
capacity out of Asia. This is not expected to end in
the coming weeks.



Comments

AP to US

Utilization 98%

US to AP

Utilization 98%

In Europe, case counts are rising among ground
personnel, with airlines closely monitoring the

Status

Europe to AP

Tight capacity ex
UK

Continued pandemic-related cancellations are

AP to Europe

expected to significantly impact global airfreight
capacity, resulting in volatile Q1 pricing.

Europe to US
US to Europe

Status

Comments

US to LATAM

Utilization 95%

LATAM to US

Utilization 90%

Europe to
LATAM

Congestion ex UK

LATAM to
Europe

Utilization 90%

Utilization 98%

India to US

Utilization 100%

Some congestion
ex UK

US to India

Utilization 100%

situation.


Trade Lane

Available space; quick booking turn
time.
Capacity well utilized; some space
available
Demand higher than supply; space
agreements challenged.
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CURRENT STATE

AIRLINE
UPDATES



The air travel market showed some signs of recovery at the end of 2021;
however, levels remain about 45% below 2019 figures. Domestic lanes
continue to lead the way for airlines and capacity.



Europe is monitoring COVID-19 case counts among terminal handling
personnel, which could impact turn times and result in congestion.



As inbound shipments to China are suspended in order to curb the spread of
COVID-19, European and North American exporters continue to deal with
stranded cargo.

FUTURE STATE
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Expect further cancellations and capacity strain if COVID-19 continues to
spread in China.



Rates are expected to remain volatile with increases likely in Q1.



Due to omicron, ticket sales decreased in November and December, which
led airlines to predict similar declines for early 2022. If airlines remove flights
in response to soft demand, then belly space may be reduced.
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NORTH AMERICAN
TRANSPORTATION



Spot rates jumped sharply in January as demand for capacity continued to increase.



Consumer goods are still pouring into the economy as companies try to overcome persistent supply shortages, thus boosting demand for
trucking capacity.



New truck and trailer manufacturers are struggling to keep up with orders, further hindering trucking companies’ ability to maintain pace with
capacity demand.
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NORTH AMERICAN
TRANSPORTATION


The load-to-truck ratio is exclusively
calculated by the dry van full-truckload availability and varies by state
as displayed on the map at right.



Load-to-driver ratios expanded
to 95% of the United States in
January, where capacity has
tightened.



Despite initial concerns from
carriers, Canada reports little
impact from the vaccine mandate
on the flow of trucks crossing the
border.
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More changes for U.S. import regulations

CUSTOMS
BROKERAGE



The most recent changes to the Harmonized Tariff Schedule for
U.S. imports went into effect Jan. 27, with numerous challenges
and updates related to China tariffs, as well as PGA details
required on those tariffs. For additional information on changes
your company may need to be aware of, review the Harmonized
Tariff Schedule PDFs (usitc.gov).



The following European Union tariff rate quotas for steel and
aluminum into the United States began Jan. 3:
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Iron or steel imports now require a statement of the
percentages by weight or carbon and any metallic elements
in the form of a mill analysis or mill test certificate. These
certificates should be submitted at the time of importation.



Imports of aluminum and alloys of aluminum now require a
statement of the percentages by weight of any metallic
element. This can be included on the invoice, or a separate
document submitted in the document imaging system.

For more information on U.S. import-related questions, please
contact chicagochb@aitworldwide.com.
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ECONOMIC
INDICATORS
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The U.S. gross domestic product
(GDP) increased at a rate of 6.9% in
the fourth quarter, according to the
Bureau of Economic Analysis.



The increase in GDP reflects the
continued economic impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic. The rise in
cases further exacerbated restrictions
and disruptions in operations of
companies across the globe,
increasing demand for goods.



Aided by massive government
stimulus spending, GDP increased
by 5.7% for the full year—the largest
gain since 1984.
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TURN INSIGHTS INTO ACTION
WITH AIT
Partner with a global network of experts on logistics
plans tailored to you
Now that you know what’s on the horizon for the coming
month, it’s time to strategize. But you don’t have to do it alone.
Let us put our 40+ years of experience across every industry,
mode and region to work for your organization.
North American Domestic Product
Dale Grosso
dgrosso@aitworldwide.com
Customs Brokerage
Emily Faulkner
efaulkner@aitworldwide.com
International Air and Ocean
Kent Thompson
kthompson@aitworldwide.com
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